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203 valid participants: 

78 men (38%) and 125 women (62%)
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Nudged men's milk quality 

average choice = 2.15 

Nudged women's milk quality

average choice = 2.94 
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Not nudged women's milk quality 

average choice = 2.13 
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1 . INTRODUCTION

Behavioral Economics has supposed

a paradigm shift in the field of

modern Economics. 

Applying psychological concepts

to traditional economic models has

made it possible to change the way

of looking at people's behavior and

making predictions about it. 

By better understanding the patterns

that define behavior and the factors

that bias individuals' decision-making,

it is possible to develop mechanisms,

known as nudging, to affect the

perception of the different options

available and guide them to choose

a particular one. 

The study of the different nudging

strategies can help in their

application in the business field so

that vendors, for example, increase

sales of high-quality products, with

all the benefits that this would entail.
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2. METHODOLOGY

How choice architecture helps to modify consumer decision-making

AIM

To implement one of the nudging

mechanisms described by Caraban

(2019) and study whether it leads to an

increase in consumption of ecological

food among consumers. 

An analysis was conducted on the replies to an online survey to test the

effectiveness of the Facilitate nudging mechanism described by

Caraban (2019), which seeks to make the preferential option more

evident to respondents, acting as a facilitator of decision-making. To

test the Facilitate mechanism, three nudging strategies were

implemented: Suggesting alternatives, Opt-out policy, and Positioning.

3. RESULTS

Considering ecological milk as the highest quality option, women

significantly chose a higher quality product than men when a nudging

strategy was applied (Prob > F = 0.0004*), with no difference between

genders when nudging was not used (Prob > F = 0.9130).  

Product quality average choice - Nudged Group Product quality average choice - Control Group

Participants had to choose among 4 milk

variants, with the ecologic type considered

the preferential one and the target option

for all three nudging strategies.
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Results showed that the methods used were effective in increasing the quality of the milk chosen by consumers,

specifically women, who surprisingly demonstrated a higher average quality choice than men, indicating that Facilitate

nudging mechanism had a superior effect on the female gender. Overall, nudging has proven effective in increasing

the choice of ecological milk, so it can be applied to similar high-quality products and thus increase their sales,

improving consumers' experience, lowering the impact on the environment, and raising the profit of producers.
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